
HEINEMANN ELT GUIDED READERS
■ Worksheet ■

A Before Reading

1 Read about the story on the back cover of the book. Look quickly at the pictures in the
book.

Page
(a) Find a picture of Martin. ........
(b) Find a picture of Stuart. ........
(c) Find a picture of a third young man. ........

2 Describe the third young man.
He is wearing a   ....  T-shirt and  ....  jeans. He has  ....,  ....  hair. 
He is wearing a  .... headband.

B While Reading

3 Read to the end of
page 10. Look at the
picture on page 11.
What is Stuart
thinking? Write in
the bubble.

4 You have read to
the end of page 10.
Now look at the
pictures on pages
12 and 13. Frank
returns. Stuart
hides the money
behind his back.
What do they say
to each other?
Write in the speech
bubbles.
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5 Read to the end of page 19. What will Frank and Stuart do now? Complete the sentences.
(a) Frank will...
(b) Stuart will...

C After Reading

6 The police sergeant wrote a report about Frank and Stuart. Here is the report. Some of
the information is wrong.
Put a tick (✓) in the box if the information is correct.
Put a cross (✘) in the box if the information is wrong.

7 What do you think? Cross out either right or wrong in these sentences.
(a) Stuart was RIGHT / WRONG to keep the money because...
(b) Frank was RIGHT / WRONG to squat in the empty house because...

Have you listened to the cassette recording of this story? Have you read Marco or The Long 
Tunnel or Dangerous Journey? These are three more stories at Beginner Level in this Series.


